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A METHODOLOGI AL ONSIDERATION I THE COMPARISON 
OF TWO EXPL ANATORY HYPOTHESES OF IMAGERY 
Pau l a C. ar t er May 1975 78 pages 
Directed by. James R. Craig . L. P . Metze . and D. A. Shiek 
Department of Psychology Western Kentucky Univers ity 
A repl ication of the Carter and Craig (1975) investi-
gation comparing the "conceptual peg" and "relational 
connective" explanations as t o the effecti veness of an inter-
action imagery strategy in paired-associate learning was per-
formed with the suggested cnanges in methodology. These 
changes included training the subjects and presenting the 
stimulus and response nouns on separate screens rather than 
visually side-by-side. In addition, two separation imagery 
strategies were investigated so that the nouns were visualized 
on opposite sides of t he imaginary visual field or on opposite 
walls 9f an imaginary room. 
An interaction imagery strategy, a separation 
imagery--space strategy, a separation imagery--wall strategy, 
and an overt repetition strategy were compared in terms of 
performance on a s timulus recognition-response recall task 
within a paired-associate stimulus i nterference situation. 
Pairs of synonyms were employed as stimulus components i n the 
lear ning trial to produce st i mulus interference. In the 
recognition-recall trial, subjects were presented a list of 
vi 
vii 
s imulus and con r ol nonns , and were ask ci 0 in'liea e whi.ch 
nouns ha.d appear d du r' ing he tea r ninr rial (5 imu us 
r cogni ' on ) nd wha had been pai r ed wi th en h one 
( r e spo nse recall) . 
The result s were s imilar to those found in he Ca r te r 
and r aig (1975) invest igation i~ that the interaction 
image r y s r a egy was fo und to r esult in significantly greater 
r esponse reca 1 han the separa i on i magery s t r ategies and 
the ove r t r epetition st r ategy. Al so, the imagery st rat egies 
resulted i n g r eater stimulus recognition than the overt 
repetition st rategy . Agai n , the conceptual peg hypothesis 
wa s supported . 
In cont rast wi th Car t er and Craig (1975 ), the separati on 
image r y str ategy was found to be t he least effect ive str ategy 
i n res ponse r ecall and the most effe ctive strategy in stimu-
lus recognition . It appeared that t he t r ai ned sub j ec t s were 
mo r e suc cessful in employing the inst ructed strategies and 
that the conflicting separati on i magery data could be attrib-
uted to t his . There was no significant effect for mode of 
presentation in ei t he r respo nse recall or stimulus recog-
nition . A cei ling effect wa s i ndicated from the stimulus 
r ecognition da~a . 
Review of he Literatur e 
Miller, Galanter, and Pribram ( 1960) have proposed 
that most sub j ects attempti ng a ve rbal learning task 
formulate a " plan" fo r remember i ng . They maintain t hat it 
is the effe ctiveness of the plan the sub j ect formulates 
that i s the key fa ctor i n the retention of the task mate-
rial. An exampl e of a plan that can be used t o learn a list 
of number-word pairs is present ed by Miller et al. (1960 ) 
and first involves learning a word that rhymes with each 
number st i mulus. Th e rhyme scheme i s a follows: 
one is a bun, two is a shoe, three is a tree, 
four is a door, five is a hive, six are sticks, 
seven is heaven, eight is a gate, nine is a line, 
and ten is a hen. (p. 135) 
Duri ng the l earning trial, the subject learns each number-
word pai r by f ormi ng a bizarre association containing the 
rhyme wo rd a nd the response word. For example, if the pair 
were "one-asht ray," the sub j ect would form a bizarre asso-
ci at i on with " bun" and "ashtray." When subjects were asked 
what the response word was to the number "one," t he CDrrect 
assoc i a tion wa s more readi ly e voked by those sub j ects 
employing the rhyme technique (Miller et al., 1960). 
Bugelski (1968 ) and Bugelski, Kidd, and Segmen ( 1968) 
empl oyed a variation of t he Miller et al. (1960) technique. 
Sub j ects were i nstructed to form a _ental image of the 
1 
rhyming word and he response word i n some ype of inter-
action ; fo r exampl e , to vi sualize an ashtray i nside of a 
bun . Further variations have been employed i n which the 
stimulus was a word, i nst ead of a number , and the sub j e c t 
was instructed to create an image of the stimulus word and 
the response word interacting in some way (Bower, 1970; 
Dominowski & Gadlin, 1968 ; Sada1la & Loftness, 1972; 
Yuille & Paivio, 1967). 
The effectiveness of this i nteracti on imagery tech-
ni que as a mnelDOn.i c device facilitating recall in paired-
associate learning has been supported in numerous studies 
2 
(Bower, 1970; Buge1ski, 1968, 1970; Buge1ski et a1., 1968 ; 
Dominowski & Gad1in, 1968; Paivio, 1969; Sada1la & Loftness, 
1972 ; Yarmey & Csapo, 1968 ; Yuille & Paivi o, 1967, 1968 ). 
The basic approach has been to compare a group instructed 
to use an interaction imagery strategy with a group 
instructed to use a non-imagery strategy on their recall of 
response items when presented the stimulus items. In 
addition, seyeral variables have been del i neated as being 
important in determining wheth~r t he imagery strategy wi ll 
be effective (Bower, 1970; Buge15ki, 1968; Paivio, 1965 , 
1967 , 1968 , 1969; Paivio, Smythe, & Yuille, 1968) . These 
var i ables include the attributes of the stimulus and response 
words, the presentation rate of the pairs, and the i nst ruc-
tions to the sub ject. 
I!!!I?ery: Data 
• 
Word attributes. Paivio (1965 , 1968) studied the 
3 
co ne r e - abs r .3.': harac eri s i c s o f wo rd s u ili zed i n 
pa i red- as so ciate lis 5 and f ound t ha word pai rs wi h con-
crete S i muti we re more r ea 1 1y l ear ned han ~ord pa i rs wi th 
abs r ac t stimuli . Yuil le a nd Pai vi o (1967 ) i nstructed 
sub j e c 5 t o use ei he r verba l media t ors or images to learn 
paired- associ ate list s cons i sting of var i ous concrete apd 
abstract pa i r i ngs . The pai rs were e i the r concrete-concrete, 
concr ete-abstr act , abstract-concrete, or abstract-abstract. 
The subjects controlled the presentation rate of the pai rs, 
and the l a tency of forming a mediator (either an image or a 
verbal medi a tor) was measured. The y found that there was a 
significant interaction between stimulus concreteness and 
mediation set i n t he di rection that the "imagina l latencies 
increased with the abstractness of the st imuli while verbal 
latencies showed no systematic change with the stimulus 
attribut e" (p. 542) . When the stimul us was concrete, both 
verbal mediators and images were readi ly aroused. When the 
stimulus was abstract, however, verbal mediators were more 
read i l y aroused than images. In addition, Paivio (1965 ) 
found t hat the order of increasing diff i culty i n using 
imagery was from concrete-concrete, to concrete-abstract, 
to abstract-concrete, t o abstract-abstract. The concreteness 
dimens i on was more crucia l , therefore, to the stimulus 
members of the pai rs than to the response members. 
The possibility that the effective attr ibut e mi ght be 
meaningfulness was a l so investigated (Paivio, Smythe, & 
Tuille, 1968 ). Pai vi o, Smythe, and Yuil l e (1968) found that 
when 1ma e- evokin value and mea inrfulness we re va r i d 
i nde pendently , image- evoking value was the mo re erre c ive 
att.ribute . Similarl y t when image- cvoki ~ig value and 
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meanin fulnes5 were allowed to co var y , i mage- evoking value 
was again more effective wi th meani ngfulness havi ng somewhat 
of a negative effect . Bugelski (1970 ) has pointed out tha t 
stud i es relating meaningfulness values to learning may be 
confounded by the role of the image-evoking value. 
The attributes of concreteness and meaningfulness may 
also apply to the response item. Paivio (1969 ) stated that 
although the stimulus member appeared to be the more crucial 
item, med i at i on was fa ci litated when the response item was 
meaningful. The influence of other word attributes such as 
frequency, familiarity, distinc tiveness, and association 
value have also been investigated (Hall, 1971; Paivio, 1968 ). 
Paivio (1968) d id a factor analytic study to assess the 
influence of 27 noun attributes in the learning t ask. Image-
evoking value was found to be the strongest factor. 
Presentatio n rate. A second vari able studied in relation 
to imagery has been presentation rate. Yuille and Paivio 
(1967 ) found tha~ latency of forming an image mediator was 
a function of the concrete-abstract dimension of the stimulus 
word. The more abstract the stimulus, the longer it took 
the subject t o create a mental image of the pair. The 
s timulus-response pairs were presented on separate slides, 
with the sub jects controlling the rate of presentation. The 
latency measure was the duration of the pro j e c ted pair. 
Buge 1ski et a 1 . (1968) pro vided sub j ec s with he 
"one - bun" rhyme e chnique and var ied pai r pr esen a tion 
rat.es--2 , 4 , or 8 s e conds . The r e s\!l s indicated that the 
t e chni que was not effe ct ive aL t he 2- second ra te . The 
4-second and a- s e cond rat es were mo re effecti ve, with th e 
8-se cond rate resul t i ng in near perfect scores. Bugelski 
( 1968) found that subjec ts t ook an average of 7 seconds 
5 
per pai r t o create an image when they were allowed to contro l 
the presentation rate . 
Instructions to t he subject. Paivio (1969) maintained 
that the instructional set presented to the subject was 
also important in determining the mnemonic technique the 
subject would employ. Three studies follow which utilized 
different instructional sets. 
First, Bugelski et al. (1968) employed three groups of 
sub jects, each group being provided with a different instruc-
tional set. One group was taught the rhyme technique that 
was presented by Miller et al. (1960). After learning the 
r hyme technique, the sub j ects were told that it could be used 
t o facilitate the l earning of a list of number (stimulus)-
word (response) pairs by imagining the response item and the 
rhyme word in some type of interaction. A second group was 
taught the rhyme technique, but was not told of its possible 
application. A third group was not taught the rhyme tech-
ni que at all. All three groups were then presented a list 
of nuaber-word pairs. The measure was the number or response 
items correctly associated with the number stimuli when the 
6 
umbe r 5 i mul i were presen d alone in the e s r ial . The 
g roup w ich had been tau h he rhyme e ch ni que and i 5 
applica ion exhibi ed signi fi cantly g r eater r eca}' . This 
group wa s the only one r po r i n the use of the "one- bun" 
technique in lea r ning the pai r s . Buge lski et al . (1968 ) 
interpreted this f i nd i ng as s upport for t he notion that the 
pre-learned rhyme scheme ser ved as a mnemonic aid . The 
paradigm is expressed as: AB-B C-A C where A is the number; 
S, the rhyming word; and C, the response word. The results 
indicated that the sub j ects in the group exhibiting greater 
recall made implicit use of the already learned B to 
facilitate the learning of AC. 
A di fferent instruction set was employed by Sadalla 
and Loftness (1972) in an investigation which attempted to 
assess the effecti veness of the use of emotion- laden images 
as a mnemonic technique . Sub jects were presented with a 
list of stimulus-response pairs and were instructed t o form 
images with either posit ive , negative, or neutral emotio na l 
content . In the positive condition , the sub ject was 
instructed to create an image which was so pleasurable that 
it actually produced a change in his feelings. In the 
negative condition, th e sub e c t was to create an image 
wh ich was so uncomfortable that it would change his feelings. 
In the neutral condition, he was t o create a strong image , 
but one that had no emotional content . Again, the measure 
was the numbe r of response items recalled in the test trial 
when the stimulus items were present ed alone . When pr esented 
he 5 imu us Wo i he s r ial , he $U j ec W 5 0 
r c 11 his image .hen r ca ll he r espo se WQ The 
r esults indicated hat the 1ma es '",1 h emotional content 
were g r eater facili t ators for recall than were the neutr al 
images . There wa s no signi f i cant di fferen ce between the 
positi ve and negative images as faril itators. 
Another ype of instruction set has been t r ied by 
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Bower ( 1970) . Sub j ects were instructed to learn a list of 
noun pa i r s by employing ei ther an i nteraction i magery 
strategy (creating an image relat i ng the two nouns in each 
pa i r such that they were i nteracting in some way) or a 
separation i magery str ategy (c reating an image of each of the 
two nouns , keeping the i mages fa r separated i n i magi nary 
space) or a rote r epetition s t ra tegy (repeat ing the pair 
ove r and over ) . In the test tria l, sub j ects were pr esented 
a l i st of stimulus and control words, and were i nstructed to 
indi cat e whi ch words had appeared i n the paired list and t o 
re call the response word that had been associated with each 
one . The results i nd icated that the interaction imagery 
group had significantly great er response recal l than did 
the separation imagery group and the rote repe tition group, 
wi t h these latter t wo groups not being signif i cantl y differ-
ent fro m each other. The three groups did no t differ 
significa ntly from each other on stimulus recogni ti on. 
Imagery: Theory 
As to the increased recall that results when an inter-
action imagery s t r a tegy is employed in the pa i red-assoc i ate 
ask , t wO expl ana tions ha ve bee n proposed . Firs t , Paivio 
( 9) . in his " onceptual peg" hy othcsis , has sug~e5 t e 
ha he stimulus membe r of each pair be comes 
peg to whi ch the response i em is asso iated 
he conceptual 
hro ugh he 
formation of a compound image consis i ng of t e stimulus and 
r esponse within a spatial re lationshi ~ . The image crea t es 
a s imulus compound that is more unique , distinct . a nd 
isola ed than is the stimulus item alone . The stimul us item, 
when pr esented in the recall tria l , s erves as a cue t o evoke 
t he compocnd i mage which , i n turn , se r ves to e voke the 
r esponse. How high the stimulus item is r a ed in image-
arousing capacity and conc reteness will determine how effe c-
ive it will be as a conceptua l peg (Paivi o , 1969 ; Yuille & 
Paivio , 1967) . 
A second explanation as to the effecti veness of inter-
acti on i magery has been proposed by Bower (1970). He has 
proposed that an interac tion imagery strategy results in 
stronger associations between the stimulus and response 
items , r ather t han in more distinct sti muli. The image 
ser ves as a "relationa l connect ive" between the stimulus 
items and the response items that are to be associ ated. The 
emphasis is on t he st rengthened association between the 
stimu l us and response , ra the r than on the uniqueness of the 
stimulus compound. 
From bot h explanations, it wou ld be predicted that a n 
i nt erac ion i magery strategy would result i n g r eate r re ca l l 
than a non-i nteracting imagery strategy or a non- i magery 
9 
5 rategy . In e rms of the "conc ept.ual peg" hy pothesis , i.t. 
would occur because he s i mulus items become more distlnct 
by the formati on of the stimulus compo unds of spatia l 
re lationships . In t erms of t he "re l at i o nal conne c tive" 
hypothesis, it would occ ur because the asso ciation between 
the stimulus and response is streng ~hened by the for;nation 
of the image. The Bower (1970) investigation , ci ted above , 
was an attempt to assess which explanatory hypothesis was 
most tenable. In comparing an i nteraction imagery strategy , 
a separation imagery strat egy, and a rote repetition strat-
egy, Bower (1970) found that t he i nt eraction imagery strat-
egy resulted in significantly greater response recall t han 
did the separation image r y str ategy and the ro t e repetition 
strategy, wi t h these latter two groups no t being sign i f i -
cantly different from each other. The three groups did not 
differ significantly from each other on stimulus recognition. 
Bower interpreted the resul ts as supporting the "relational 
connective" hypothesis i n that the stimulus items did not 
become more distinct by the use of the imagery strategies. 
Another comparison of the two hypotheses was done by 
Carter and Craig (1975). They tested an interaction imagery 
s trategy . a separation imagery strategy, and an overt 
repetition strategy on stimulus recognition and response 
recall in a paired-associate stimulus i nterference situation. 
Carter and Craig (1975) argued that the questi on of whether 
or not imagery produces distinct stimulus items could be 
more directly assessed by employing a stimulus interference 
10 
task i n hat some t ype of discr imina i on between like 
sti mulus items would ha ve to o cc ur i f the i nterfere nce was 
to be r e duced i n he recognition-recall test . Interfe rence 
wa s i ntroduc ed into the pai r ed- associate list by usi ng 
pai r s o f synonyms as the sti mulus nouns , each noun bei ng 
pa ired with a di fferent re s pons. . Saltz ( 1971 ) discus sed 
t hi s t ype of i nt erfere nce s ituation, mai ntaini ng t ha t i nter-
f erence would o ccur be cause of t he exi s ting assoc i ati on 
be t ween li ke sti mulus items. 
That s timu l us i nt erference i s disruptive to recal l in 
the paired-associate t ask has been noted by Fulton and 
Craig ( 1972). They used paired-associ a t e lists in which 
each st i mulus i tem was presented twi ce, each t i me paired with 
a di fferen t response. One pair was marked with an asterisk, 
while the other pair was unmary. ed. Sub j ects who had been 
t aught a strategy (interaction imagery) for discriminating 
between t he like stimulus items had significantly greater 
response recal l t han di d sub j ects who had not been taught 
t he strat egy . That like stimulus items also produce false 
recogniti ons was supported by Anisfeld and Knapp (1968 ). 
They presented sub j ects wi th a l i st of words and then tested 
recognition with a l i st cont aini ng t he words, their synonyms, 
and cont rol word s . 'I"he y found tha t s ubj e cts had signifi -
cantly more f alse recogniti ons for the synonyms t han for the 
control words. 
On the basis of these investigations on stimulus inter-
ference (Fulton ~ Craig, 1972; Saltz, 1971) and synonymi t y 
(A is eld & Knap 196 ; a l tz , 1971) , Ca r e r and r aig 
(1975) employed '1 synonym pa i rs as s imulus Hems i n the 
pai red- associa e lis to rea e a s t i mu lus inte r ference 
51 ua ion wi thin which to compa re the wa ex plana i ons of 
1 
the image ry pro ess e They noted the re cognition-recall 
predictions impli cit in the concept ual peg and re lational 
connect i ve hypotheses , as discussed above . and maintained 
that these same pr edictions would be applicable in a st imulus 
interference situation. As was recognized by Bower (1970), 
one way t o t e st between the two explanations is t o test 
stimulus recognition . In the "conceptua l peg" vi ewpo i nt , 
the i magery strategie s would be e xpe c ted to result in 
g r eater stimulus recognition than the o vert repetition strat-
egy as a r esult of the s timulus items becoming more distinct 
el ements through the formation of stimulus compounds. In the 
"relational co nne ctive" Viewpoint , howe ver, no difference 
between the thre e strateg ies in stimulus recognition would 
be expected because , in thi s view , imagery does not fUnction 
t o produce more distinct stimuli. 
The results of the Carter and Craig (1975) investigation 
i ndicated that the interaction imagery strategy resulted in 
significantly greater recall than did the separation imagery 
strategy and the overt repetition strategy , with these 
latter t wo groups not being significantly different from 
each other. Both imagery s t rategi es, although no t signifi-
cant l y di fferent from each o ther, resulted in significantly 
creater s timulus re cognition than did the o vert repetition 
12 
st r at.egy . The ob ain d means for each st r a egy on 5 imulus 
r cog ni ion and re sponse ree;ll l a r e shown in Table 1 . 
Al he gh suppo r for he conce tual peg hypothesis was 
obtained , Ca r er and Cra ig (1975) noted several methodologi cal 
problems in hei r inves igation . Be cause response recall 
was " low" for all three g r oups a d stimulus recognition was 
higher tha . expected for the overt repetition group (see 
Table I) , Ca r er and Craig (1975) maintained t hat the 
untrained subjects they employed might not have been success-
ful in usi ng the instr ucted str ategy , creating a confounding 
rae or in delineating the speci fic instructional groups. 
Also , they had presented the stimulus and response members 
of each pa i r s uch hat they were visually side-by-side. and 
it wa s suggested on the basis of post-experimental questioning 
of the subjects that the " side-by-side" presentati on of 
the nouns may have resulted in unintentiona l , immed i ate, 
interacting images during the IQ-second learni ng peri ods. 
This " interference" ma y have resulted in lower scores on 
both recall and re cognition fo r these sub j ects. 
Table 1 
Mean Number of Items Recognized and Reca l led 
for Three Instructional Strategies in a 
Stimulus Interference Task 
Strategy Recognition- Recall" 
Interaction Imagery 16 .28 7.96 
Separation Imagery 16 . 62 4.15 
Overt Repetition 14.42 2.96 
-MaxilDUIl score = 20. 
Note. Adapted from "Imagery: A comparison 
between-Ewo explanatory hypothesss" by P. C. Carter 
and J. R. Craig. paper presented at the meeting of 
the Southeastern Psychological Association. Atlanta. 
March 1975. 
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5 atement of Problem 
Two hypotheses ha ve been proposed to explain the 
effectiveness of an interaction imagery strategy employed 
in paired-associate learning. First, Paiv i o (1969 ), in his 
conceptua l peg hypothesis, has suggested that the inter-
acti ng image creates a stimulus compound that is more 
unique, distinct , and isolated than is the stimulus item 
alone. In contrast, Bower (1970) has sUfg8sted that the 
interac ing image ser ves as a relati onal connecti ve between 
the stimulus i tem and the response item t hat are to be 
associated. It would be predicted from both hypotheses 
that an interaction imagery strategy would result in greater 
re call t han a non-interacting imagery strategy and a non-
imagery strategy. In terms of the conceptual peg hypothesis, 
this would occur because the stimulus becomes more distinct 
by the formation of the compound image of a spatial 
relationship _ In terms of the relational connective hypoth-
es i s, however .• it would be expected because the association 
between the stimulus and response becomes s t rengthened by 
the format i on of the image. 
Carter and Craig (1975) attempted to support one i magery 
hypothesis or the other in a stimulus interference situation 
where synonym pairs were used as stimulus components in the 
14 
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ai r d- s s o ciAt li s An i nt e ra c i on i maeery strategy , 
s ara i o n i mag er y str a egY t and an ove r repeti i on 
5 ra e y were compared on 5 imulus re cogni tion an r es ponse 
r ecal l . Al t hough the recogni ion and recall da t a support ed 
t he conceptual peg hypothesi s , Ca r t er and Cr aig (1975) 
suggested t hat there were poss ible methodologica, problems 
in the i r i nvestigation. These problems i ncluded employi ng 
unt rained subje cts and presenti ng the noun pairs visua lly 
s ide- by-side . 
The pr esent s t udy will r e plica t e t he study done by 
Car t er and Crai g (1975) with the suggested changes in 
methodology. Also, two separa t i on imagery s trategies will 
be i nve s tigated . Agai n, s uppor t for one hypo thesis over 
t he other wil l be based on the di fferential pred ictions 
that can be drawn from the t wo hypotheses. It would be 
predicted from the conceptual peg hypothesis tha t the 
i nt eraction imager y strategy and the separat i on imagery 
s t rategi es would result in greater stimulus recognit i on than 
would t he o V6rt repetition strategy. It vould be predicted 
f r om the re lational connecti ve hypothesis, however, that the 
stra tegies wou ld not be s ignificantly different from each 
other on stimulus reco!nition. It would be predi c ted from 
both hypotheses that an interaction imagery strategy would 
result in g reater response r ecall than would a separat ion 
imagery strategy and an overt repetition strategy. 
~·1e hod 
Subject.s 
Subjects were 69 volun eer st.udents from introduct.ory 
psychology classes at \'1estern Kentucky Uni versi ty . 
Design 
A split- plo t design wi t h instr uctional strategy as t he 
between groups factor and mode of presentation as th e wi t hin 
group factor was employed . Four instructional strategies 
were used such t.hat the sub je c was instructed to learn a 
pair of nouns either by crea ting a mental pi cture of he 
t·~ nouns i n s ome type of i nteract i on (Interaction Imagery ); 
or by creating a mental picture of each of the t wo no uns. 
keepi ng the images separated in imaginary space (Se paration 
Imagery--Space); or by creating a mental picture of each of 
the two nouns on a separate wall of an imaginary room 
(Separation Imagery--~all) ; or by repeat ing the pair over 
and over aloud ( Ove r t Repetition). Two modes of presentation 
were employed withi n each of the four strategies such that 
the two nouns wer e presented side- by-side on the same 
screen (Together) or were presented on separate screens with 
the stimulus noun bei ng present ed t o the left of the 
subject and the re s ponse noun to the r ight of the subject 
(Split). Each subject was tested in both modes of pr esen-
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ation wi hin a pa r ticula r strategy and a s epa rate pai red-
associate lis was used for each mode . t40de of pr esentation 
and pai red - associa t e lis ",re re co unter balancej f or possible 
order effects . Tabl e 2 is a r e presenta tion of the design . 
St i mulus r e cognit i on a nd respons e reca ll wer e oeasured. 
Stimul us recognition was the number of sti mu l us i tems the 
subje ct correctly identified, f rom a list of stimulus and 
control nouns. as those havi ng appeared in the stimulus-
response pai rs presented dur i ng the learning phase. Response 
recall was the number of response items the sub j ect correctly 
associated with the recognized stimulus items, as t hey were 
associated in the stimulus-response pairs presented during 
t he learning phase. 
Apparatus 
Stimulus materials. Three pai red-associate lists 
were used--one interference-free training l i st and two 
interference-relevant lists. The training list, as shown in 
Table A (see Appendix A), consisted of 10 stimulus-response 
noun pairs. The 20 nouns were randomly selected from those 
nouns rated high ( 6 . 0 or more) in imagery and concreteness 
i n Paivio, Yuille, and !~adigan's (1968) list of 925 nouns 
and then were randomly paired to form 10 paired-associat es. 
A j udgment was made to insure that none of the nouns could 
be considered a synonym of any other noun in the list. 
Each of t he two interference-relevant lists were 
obtained i n a similar manner. Twenty synonym pairs were 
selected from a list deri ved by Carter and Craig (1975). 
Table 2 
Representation of the Split- Plot Design 
Between Factor 
Strategy 
Interaction Imag£"y 
Separation lmagery--Space 
Separation Imager y--Wall 
Overt Repetition 
Within Factor 
Mode of Presentation-
Split Together 
-Mode or presentation and order of stimulus 
list were counterbalanced. 
1 
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Th Y hai sele cted nouns a ed hir,h (1 • • 5 or more ) in imager y 
nd conc r eness i n Paivio , Yuille , and /ladigan (196 ) and 
had pai red hese nouns on he basis o f the i r possibl e 
synonymity . Subj ec 5 then ra ted each pai r on a 5- point scale 
as to how closely he two nouns evoked the same image . The 
20 nouns with the highest ave r age r atings () . 86 5 or more) 
were selee ed and ar ranged into t wo equivalent groups of 10 
pairs each . Equi va l ence wa s judged on the basis of the s yn-
onym rating of each pair , and t he i mage r y and concreteness 
rati ngs of each noun (see Tables A and a in Appendix a) . 
The 20 nouns in each group served as the stimulus component 
of he stimulus-response pairs i n one of the interference-
relevant li sts . To each noun was ~andomly assigned a 
response omponent . avo iding obvious associations . The 
response nouns were also randomly selected from those nouns 
rated high ( 6 . 0 or more) in imagery and concreteness in 
Paivio , Yui l le, and Madigan ( 1968) . For each of the two 
groups of stimulus-response pairs, a paired- associate list 
wa s then obtained by randomly assigning each pair a position 
in the list . List 1 is shown in Table B and List 2 is shown 
in Table C (see Appendix A). 
For each of th e th r ee lists , a stimulus recognition-
response re call list was formed by combining the stimulus 
items from the list wi th control nouns rand omly sele cted from 
Pai vio , Yuille , and ~ladigan (1968 ) and rated high (6 . 0 or 
more) in imagery and concreteness. For the t rai ning list, 
the 10 stimulus nouns plus 10 control nouns were randomly 
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assi g ned post i o n 0 form he reco~ni ion-recall lis a s 
shown i n abl e D ( see Appendix A) . Fo r each of he 
in erference-rele van lists , he 20 st imulus llouns plus 20 
con ro l nouns w r e r andomly assi gned a pos i ion 0 orm he 
re cognit i on-recall list fo r List 1 a s shown i n Table E and 
for Li s 2 as shown in Table F ( see Appendix A) . 
All nouns were presented on s eparat e sl i des . The nouns 
( lack , typed letters) were pro jected ont o two white scree ns 
( 22" X 28" art poste r board) by means of t wo Kodak Carousel 
800 pro j ectors . The pro j ectors were wi red 0 present the 
s lides automati cally at one slide eve r y 15 seconds . The 
s lides were arranged in six sl ide t rays suen that for each 
pai r ed- associate li st , t he stimulus nouns and the r ecognition-
r ecall list we r e in one tray and the response nouns were in 
a separate t ray . There was a I5-second interval between the 
learning t r i al and the test t ria l , denoted by a slide con-
taining aster i sks t hat was pro j e cted for t he duration of the 
inter val. Pre-re corded tapes of the i nst ruc tions were 
pl ayed on a Concord )00 r ecorder . 
Testing environment . The t wo s creens were taped onto 
opposite walls of the e xperimental room so tha t one s creen 
was positioned to the lert of the subjec t ' s chai r and one 
was t o the r ight of the cha i r. Behind the subjec t 's chai r 
was a table on '"h ich were the t wo s lide pro j ectors and the 
tape re corder. The projectors were poSitioned so that one 
would project onto the left s creen and the other would pro-
j ect onto the r ight screen. The " lef t " pro jector was loaded 
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with he r ay con ai n1 g he s imul us nouns and he 
r cogni ion- r ecall nouns for he appropria oe l i s . The 
" r i ht " pro j ecto r was l oad ed wi h he ray con i ni ng he 
respons nouns for he ap ropr ia e list . Be s i de the ta le 
was a I.! hai r f or he expe r imente r who remained present during 
each session. Illumination was provic''!d by an o ,ve r head 
light during the presentation of the i nstruc tions and by 
the projec tors during the trials . 
Procedure 
Sub j ects were randomly assigned to one or eight instruc-
tional combi nations to be tested under both modes of presen-
tation. Each sub j ec t was tested individually . All sessions 
were the same except for the instructions given . The sub-
ject was brought into the testing room and seated between the 
two screens . An initial recording that briefly explained 
what was going to take place and the importance of the 
sub j ect ' s using only the instructed strategy was played ( see 
Appendix C) . Next , the subject was presented one of eight 
s ets of instructional combinations . There were four types 
of inst r uctions referring to strategy and , within each of 
these four, t here were two types of i nstructions referring 
to mode of presentation. 
One t rial consisted of the presentat i on of the noun 
pairs and the test for stimulus recogniti on and response 
recall . Each subject received instructions for and per-
formed the first interference-rel e vant t r ial (Trial I), and 
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hen received i ns rue i ons fo r and pe r a rmed he s e cond 
in e rf eren ce- re lev n r ial ( Trial 2 ) . Fo r eac h 5 r ategy , 
half of he sub j e c t s bega n h ra i ni n t r ial i n he 
Split mode a d he o t he r half began with a t ra i ni ng t r ial 
in he Together mode . Fo r those subjecLs beginning wi th 
train i ng in the Split mod e , half of , ese had Trial 1 with 
List 1 i n the Split mode , t hen Tri a l 2 wi th Li s 2 i n the 
Together mode . The other hal f had Trial 1 with List 2 in 
the Split mode , then Tri al 2 with List 1 in the Together 
mode. For those sub j e cts beginning with training in the 
Together mode, half had Trial 1 with List 1 in the Together 
mode , then Trial 2 with List 2 in the Split mode. The other 
half had Tria l 1 wi th List 2 in the Together mode, then 
Trial 2 with List 1 in the Split mode. 
For each of the e ight instructional combinations, the 
instructions were the same except for the necessary substi -
tutions regarding strategy and mode of presentation (see 
Appendix C for complete instructions) . Concerning mode of 
presentation , the sub ject was told e ither to read the noun 
to hi s left and then the noun to his right, both nouns being 
presented on the left screen (Together mode) ; or to read 
the noun on the left screen and then the noun o n the right 
screen , bo th nouns being presen~ed simultaneously (Split 
mode). For the Interac~ion Imagery strategy, ~he subj ect 
was instructed to learn each noun pair by creating an image 
that related the two nouns such that they would be interacting 
in s ome way. For the Sepa ration l magery--Space strategy , the 
2) 
su jec wa s i ns r ucted t o c r eate a n i mage of he l e f t noun 
in h ler sid e of imagina r y spac and a n i maGe of the 
r i gh t noun in he righ side of i mag i nar y spac e . For th e 
e paration magel~Y--;'lall s t r ategy , th e s ubj e c t was i ns t r ucted 
o c reate an image of t he l ef t nQun on t he le f t wal l o f an 
i magina r y room and an image of the r ':ght noun on the r igh t 
wa l l of t he i mag ina ry room. For t he Ove rt Repeti t ion strat-
egy, the sub j e c t wa s i nstructed to learn each pair by 
repea t ing it o ver a nd over alcud until the ne xt pair was 
presented ; t ha t i s , for 15 seconds. 
In the imagery strategies, t he instructions stressed 
t he import ance of t he image; that is, of vi sualizi ng the 
noun. For each pa i r in the learning phase, t he sub j ec t 
was a sked t o briefly describe his image(s ) . Dur i ng the 
recogn i tion-recall phase, each sub j ect was instructed to 
respond "yes" or "no" as to whether or not t he noun had 
a ppeared i n the noun pa irs. If "yes," then he was to give 
t he word that was paired with it and th~n briefly describe 
aga in hi s image (s). The descriptions of the images were 
checked t o insure that the subject was creat i ng images to 
learn the pairs. In the Overt Repetition test trial, the 
sub j ect was instructed to respond "yes" or "no" as to whether 
or not the noun had appeared in the noun pairs and, if "yes," 
then t o g ive the noun that was paired with it. All sub j ects 
were gi ven an example of their strategy using the pai r 
"mouse-cheese." 
Each sub j ect heard four series of instructions. First, 
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he W3S pr sen ad he in1 1al ins r ue 10 s (same for all 
su j ec 5) . and hen the instr uc ions for he ra ining t r ial . 
After comple i on o f he r aining r ial , he was pr esented the 
ins rue c ns for Trial 1 and , upon i 5 comple i on , the 
inst r uctions for Tr ial 2. Each ser ies of inst ructions was 
ended with a r ief step-by- step summa r y of the task . 
During all t r ials , the e xperimente r r ecorded the sub-
ject ' s respo nses . Dur ing the t raining t ri al , the experimenter 
helped the sub j ect with any d i fficulty in lea r ning the strategy . 
This included pointi ng out when t he descri ptions were defi-
niti ons or associ ations rather than images. At no time did 
the experimenter help the sub j ect in creating his images. 
During the r ecognition-recal l phase of the t raining trial, 
the experimenter cued the subject as to the image he had 
created during the learning phase if he could not r emember 
the image. During the administration or the two interference-
re levant t r ials , the experiment er only recorded the sub ject's 
responses. providing no help and no cues. There was a rest 
period between t r ials whi le the projectors were loaded with 
the trays for the next list . 
Scoring and Analysis 
Scori ng and analysis for the stimulus recognitiun data 
and the response recall data were done separately. 
Stimulus recogniti on. Stimulus recognition was measured 
by counting the number or nouns in the test list that the 
subject correctly identified aa having been presented in the 
corresponding nO~i pairs. Two stimulus recognition scores--
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5 imu US r ecogni t.ion in he Tog her' mode and 5 imulus re cog-
nit. ion in the Spii mode- -wer e ob a i ncd for each ubject and 
then for each of the fo ur i ns t r uctio nal 5 r a egies. An 
analysis of var iance of the spIt - plo t des! n wa s performed . 
Response r ecall . Re sponse r ecall was measured by 
counting the number of response nouns th~ sub j ec t. correctly 
recalled from the noun pai rs, correc tly assoc iating them 
with the recognized stimul us nouns (var iations of the nouns 
were counted ; e.g •• plurals). Two response recall scores --
response recall in the Togethe r mode and response recall in 
the Split mode--were obtai ned for each subject and then for 
each of the four instructiona l strategies . An analysis of 
var i an ce of the split- plo t design was perf ormed . 
Resul ts 
Data from two subje cts were no t compl e te due t o experi -
menter difficulty with t he appara tus . Data from one i nt er-
action i magery s ubje ct , one separation i magery--space sub j ec t , 
and one separation imagery--wal l subj ect were di s carded due 
to sub j ect f ai l ure to follow i nstructions . These de l e ti ons 
resu l ted i n there be ing 16 sub j e cts in each i nstruc t i onal 
strat egy. 
Separate analys es were performed for the stimulus 
recogni t i on data and th e response recall data . The obt ained 
means for each strategy on stimulus recogni tion and response 
recall are shown in Table 3. The analysis of variance of 
the recogni t i on dat a, a summary of wh i ch is shown in Table 4, 
indicated that there was no significant effec t for mode of 
presenta t ion ( F = . 071 , P ~ . 00 5) and no signifi cant i nter-
action bet ween ins t ructiona l strategy and mode of presen-
tat ion (F = 1 . 444 , p> .005). However, t here was a signif-
i cant effect for i nst r uc tional strategy (F = 28 .961, P ~ .005). 
A Neuman-Keuls mult i ple compari son of the means for t he 
instructional strategies i ndi cat ed t hat the two separati on 
imagery s t rategi es, al though not signi ficantly di fferent 
from each other, resulted in Signif i cant l y greater stimulus 
recognition than did the interaction imagery strategy and 
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Table 3 
Obta i ned Means for Stimulus Recognit i on 
and Response Re call 
Strategy 
Interac~ion Imagery 
Separation Imagery--Space 
Separation lmagery--Wall 
Overt Repetition 
· Maximum s core ; 20. 
Recognition* 
17.91 
19.41 
19 . 53 
16 .13 
Re call" 
13 . 97 
.aa 
1. 53 
5.29 
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Table 4 
Summary of the Analysis o f Va ri ance fo r 
Stimulus Reco~ni tion 
Source df F 
Strategy ( 4) 3 211. 961" 
Ss Within 60 
Mode of Presentation (B) 1 . 071 
AB 3 1.444 
B X Ss Within 60 
Total 127 
"p <. .005. 
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h ov r r pe l~ion s r a rY e Th in eraction ima ery 
s r a gy W:'l 5 found 0 r esul 1.n sieni f icant.ly gr ea t er 
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5 imul us r cornl ion h n di i he o ve r repeti • ... i on 5 ra egy . 
Th n lysi s of var ia ce of he r esponse r eca ll data, 
s umm r y of which 15 shown 1n Ta ble 5, i ndicated that the re 
was no aiC i f ican ef ec for mode of presentation (F = . 031 , 
P > . 005 ) anti no 51 ni r iean interaction between instruct i onal 
s r a e y and mode of pr esentation (F = 2 . 12 . p > . 005) . 
Th re was a 51 ni f icant effect , however, f or instr ucti onal 
s rategy (F = 18 . 197 . P < . 005 ). A Neuman- Keuls multiple 
comparison of the means obtained for the i nstr uctional 
st r ategies i ndicated that the inter action imager y strategy 
r esul ed in significantly greate r r esponse recall than did 
the t wo separation image r y strategies and the over t repetition 
strategy . The separ ation imager y stra tegie s , although not 
significantly di f fe rent f rom each other, r esul t ed i n 
significant~y l owe r r e s ponse recall than did the ove r t 
r epetition st r ategy . 
Tabl e 5 
Summary of the Analysis of Vari ance for 
Response Recall 
Source df F 
Strategy (A ) ) 1 . 1 7" 
Ss \~ithin 60 
Mode of Presentation (B) 1 . 0 1 
AB ) 2. 120 
B X 55 Within 0 
Tota l 127 
. p < . 005. 
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Discussi on 
The results of the analyses of t he stimulus recogniti on 
and response recall data indicated thac there was no signif-
icant effect for mode of presentation as was anticipated 
from Carter and Cr aig (1975) . The side- by- side presentation 
of t he nouns i n each pair , therefore, did no t lead to any 
greater tendency for the occurrence of immediate interacting 
images in the separation imagery strategies and the overt 
repetition strategy , nor did the spli t presentation of the 
nouns hinder the formation of the interacting images in the 
interaction imagery strategy. It should be noted. however, 
that the subjects in the present investigation were trained 
to emplo y their i nstructed strategies and this most probably 
increased the likelihood that only the i nstructed strategy 
was employed . In addition, the results ind icated that a 
separation imagery strategy in which th e subj e ct vi suali zed 
the nouns of each pair on opposi te sides of the i maginary 
visual field was no more or less effective than a separation 
imagery s t rategy in which the subj ect vi sualized the nouns 
of each pair on opposi te walls of an imaginary room. 
As in the Carter and Craig (197 5) investigation, t he 
interaction imagery strategy was again found t o result in 
significantly greater response recall than the separation 
)1 
1ma y 5 r a e ies and the ov r t r epe i i on s tra gy . That 
the int rac ion i ma ery s r ategy r esulted in gr ea e r r es po se 
recall indicated hat th stimul us interferer, ~ e produced by 
the synonyms was r ed uced by this stra egy . It would be pre-
dict d from both the conceptual peg and r elational c onnec t i ve 
hy potheses that an i nteraction i magery strategy would reduce 
5 imulus i nterference. Therefore. each hypo hesis is capable 
of accounting for such a finding e ven though the explanations 
they offer would be different. From the " conceptual peg" 
viewpoint , the r eduction of stimulus interference occurred 
as a result of the stimulus items becoming more isolated and 
distinct by the formation of compound images of spatial 
re lationships . From the "relational connective" viewpoint , 
on he other hand, the observed i nterference reduction 
occurred as a result of the association between each stimulus 
and response becoming strengthened by the formation of an 
image . 
In contrast with Carter and Cr aig (1975) , the o vert 
r epetition 5 rategy was found to r esult in significantly 
greate r response r ecall than t he separation imagery strat-
egies , although recall for the overt repetition strategy was 
again low with an average of 5. 69 items recalled out of a 
poss ible 20 items . That the overt repetition strategy was 
more effective than the sepa r ation i magery s t rategies in 
response recall was very likely the result of the difficulty 
in obtaining a ·pure· overt repetit i on performance . In post-
experimental questioning, most sub j ects in this group 
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r epor ed the use o f some association '1 5 ra egy ." It was 
note ha a1 ho h an at emp was made 0 pr esent " non-
ob vious" pai rs, some pai rs, nevertheless , r esulted in 
obvious 3ssociations fo r some sub j ects. Tha t t he separation 
imagery strategies resulted in extr emely l ow response recall 
would be consi stent with both hypotheses in that both main-
tain that an asso cia i on or spatial re lationship i s a neces-
sary condition for recall. 
The stimulus recognition data are not 80 easily inter-
preted, however. The results indicated that all three strat-
egi es were significantly different from each other on stim-
ulus recognition with the separat ion imagery strategies being 
the most effective and the overt repetition strategy, the 
least effective. That the imagery strategies resulted in 
greater stimulus recognit i on than the overt repetition strat-
egy would be consistent wi~h the conceptual peg hypothesis. 
The greater stimulus recognition exhibited by the imagery 
groups would indicate that the sti mulus items became more 
distinct eleme nts as a resul t of the stimulus compounds. 
Therefore, the stimulus interference would not be as disrup-
tive to stimulus recognition for the imagery groups as tor 
the overt repeti t ion group. Such differential performance 
would not be anticipated from the relational connec ive 
hypothesis, however, since in this view imagery does not 
produce distinctive stimuli. Again, as in the Carter and 
Craig (1975) investigation, the conceptual peg hypothesis 
appears to be the QOst tenable explanation of the data 
obser ve . 
A s om what surpr ising f inding in he re s e nL investi -
ga t i on was that the separation 1ma ery s rategl es resulted 
in s ignifi cantly greater s timulus re cognition than did the 
i nterac t i on i mage ry s ra t egy . The se parat ion imagery 
strategies re s ul t ed in ne ar perfect recognition scores . It 
was noted as the s ub j e c t s des c r i bed th ei r i mages duri ng th e 
learning tri al, t hat th e separation imagery sub je c ts pro vid ed 
elaborate descripti ons of the stimulus and response ob j ects 
themselves. In t he interaction imagery strategy , however, 
the descriptions focused primarily on the interac tion be ween 
the stimulus and response. The image of the stimul us member 
itself , therefore, was most likely more distinct. and t hus 
more readily recognized . i n the separat i on i magery strategy 
than in the interaction imagery strategy. It should be noted, 
however, that all the groups were high in stimulus recogniti on 
with the least effective overt repet i tion group still resul-
ting in an average of 16 .13 items recognized, suggesting a 
ceil i ng effect. For a more distinct de l ineation among the 
strategies for stimulus recognition, therefore, a list wi th 
more than 20 pairs should be investigated. 
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Appendix A 
Table A 
Trai ni ng Li s t 
elbow-snake 
jail-tree 
king-window 
chair-street 
piano-suds 
mountain-but cher 
peach-ship 
s corpi on-fi re 
newspaper-sugar 
fox-toast 
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Table B 
List 1 
college-fl ower 
boy-harp 
basement-horse 
pupil-ski llet 
woods-tower 
material-ankle 
dawn-acrobat 
lad-storm 
student-pepper 
physician-refrigerator 
picture-dust 
university-alligator 
cellar-shoes 
rock-table 
photograph-slave 
daybreak-hospital 
forest-dOll 
doctor-arrow 
fabric-cat. 
stone-cane 
Table C 
List 2 
car-body 
cloth i ng-o ven 
dirt-blood 
baby-grass 
skin-strawberry 
plank-stagecoach 
cranium-ha .... r 
cash-bea ver 
speaker-bagpipe 
damsel-h.adlight 
infant-ink 
ga ..... nts-appl. 
n.sh-alcohol 
board-star 
soil-circle 
automobil.-foam 
maiden-thorn 
skull-gard.n 
lecturer-sunburn 
mon.y-lock.r 
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Tabl e D 
St i mu l us recogni tion-response re ca ll l is t 
for the Training List 
string 
chair 
water 
j ail 
fox 
army 
elbow 
book 
peach 
library 
king 
newspaper 
river 
truck 
mountain 
clock 
volcano 
scorpion 
WOIDan 
piano 
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Table E 
Stimulus recogniti on-response re call list 
for List I 
poster dawn 
lad meadow 
railroad trumpet 
boy physician 
bUster rock 
student tank 
cellar butterfly 
potato geese 
forehead daybreak 
cattle st .... r 
doctor forest 
woods cone,.e 
fur material 
pupil j elly 
university j ud,.e 
bar ba •••• nt 
atone coffee 
elephant picture 
golf fabric 
photo,.raph house 
Table F 
Stimulus recognition-response recall list 
for Li st 2 
infant oar 
ticket singer 
ambulance oats 
soil skin 
craniwa missile 
priest autolDObile 
di8lllOnd insect 
beggar cigar 
flesh plank 
shore cotton 
pudding dirt 
lecturer .oney 
baby damsel 
claw rattle 
cash clothin,; 
juggler sky 
board skull 
sea corpse 
accord ian maiden 
speaker ga ..... nta 
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Append i x B 
Table A 
Synonymity , Imagery (I), and Concreteness (C) 
Ratings for Nouns Used in J,ist 1 
Synonymity Noun I C 
4.635 doctor 6.4 6 .6 
physician 6. 3 6 . 5 
4.419 student 6.2 6 . 3 
pupil 6 . 3 6 . 6 
4. 324 fabric 5.6 6 . S 
material 5.0 6 . 1 
4. 214 phot ograph 6 . 4 6 . 4 
pictur e 6 . 2 6 . 7 
4 . 162 stone 6. 2 6.9 
rock 6. 3 6. 9 
4.162 boy 6.S 6.9 
lad 6.4 6 . 5 
4.162 daybr eak 6 .4 5.7 
dawn 6.3 5.8 
4.054 college 6 .2 6 ,3 
university 6.5 5.8 
3. 986 f orest 6 .6 6 .6 
woods 6.7 6 . 8 
3.878 base.nt 6. 0 6 . S 
cellar 6 . 2 6.8 
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Table B 
Synonymity , Image r y (I) , and Concreteness (C) 
Ratings fo r Nouns Used in r.ist 2 
Synonymity Noun I C 
4.824 autollObile 6.9 7. 0 
car 6. 8 7.0 
4.419 baby 6 . 7 6.9 
infant 6 .3 6 . 7 
4.)78 cash 6.1 6 . 2 
money 6. 4 6.6 
4. 230 garments 5. 8 6.5 
clothi ng 6 . 1 6 . 6 
4 . 219 cranium 4. 5 6. 4 
skull 6 . 4 6 . 9 
4 . 176 fleah 6.1 6 . 9 
skin 6 .4 6 . 9 
4.071 damsel 6.0 6. 5 
maiden 6. 1 6 . 5 
4.041 plank 6.) 6 . 9 
board 6 .0 6 . 8 
3.973 speaker 5.6 6 . 1 
lecturer 5. 7 6 . 4 
3.865 di r t 6.0 6.8 
soil 6 . 1 6 . 6 
Appendix C 
I nst ructional Se t s 
Preli minary Instructions 
The present experiment is an at tempt to study diff erent 
strategies often employed in learning verba l materi a l . You 
will be instructed to use a particular s t rategy whi ch you 
may not have used before. Therefore, we wi l l begin with a 
training session in which you will be taught t he strategy. 
After training, you will be asked to use this strategy to 
learn sets of verbal .. terial. You .. y feel thst you could 
use an easier or more effi c i ent strategy to l earn the 
material; however, it is essential to the i nvest igat i on that 
you attempt to use only the strategy that has been taught 
to you. This is not a test of your ability. I .. not 
interested in how you perfor. as an indivi dual, but rather 
I am interested in the .echenics or the particular etrategy. 
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Interaction I magery--Split 
Training in the Split mode . On these t wo s creens will 
appear two nouns simultaneously . You are t o read the noun 
on the screen to your left, then the noun on the s creen t o 
your right, and then you are to create a mental pi cture, or 
image, that relates the two; that is, ~hey are to be inter-
acting in some way. For example, i f the noun on the lert 
screen were "mous.- and the noun on the right aereen were 
"cheese," you .Ight create an image ot a aoue ••• tin« che.se 
or a mouse sneaking toward some cheese. Tou are then to 
briefly describe that .ental picture you have created of the 
two nouns interacting. It is essential that you not only 
tell me about the two nouns interacting, but also that you 
visuali.e what you are describing. A pair of nouns will be 
presented every 15 seconds for a total of 10 pairs. After 
10 pairs have been presented, asterisks will appear on the 
screen to your left. following the asterisks will appear a 
series of nouns, one noun being presented .ach 15 •• conds on 
the screen. Some of the nouns you will have .een in the 
pairs that had just been presented and other. you will not 
have seen. for each noun you are to decide whether or not 
it had been presented before and re.ponse either -ye.- or 
"no.- If you respond -yes,- indicating that the noun had 
appeared in the pairs, you are to try to tell me the noun 
that was presented with it and the i .. ,., or mental picture, 
you had .. de of the two nouns interactin«. In su.aary then, 
-read the noun to the left and then the noun to the right 
- c r eate a n i mage of the t wo nouns interac loe and 
br i ef l y de sc r ibe the i mage yo u have visualized ; f or 
exampl e , t he mo us e ea ting cheese 
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- af te r all 10 pa i r s ha ve be en pr e s ented , as e r isks wi l l 
a ppear on the l eft sc r een f ollowed by a se r i es of 
nouns 
-for each noun , de cide whe ther or no i t had been 
present ed in t he pa i rs--respond " ye s " or " no" 
- if " yes," t hen gi ve t he noun that wa s presented with 
i t and bri efl y de sc r i be aga i n th e i mage of th e two 
nouns interact i ng 
Trial 1 in the Spl it mode . In t he followi ng t r i a l , you 
wi ll be present ed a seco nd gro up of noun pa i r s and a corre-
spondi ng seri e s of no uns . You a re t o fo llow t he s ame 
procedure as before . This t ime you wi ll be presented 20 
pairs . Remember , 
-read the noun t o the l eft and then th e noun t o the 
r i ght 
- c r eate an :image of t he t wo nouns interact i ng a nd 
briefly descr i be the i mage you have vi s ua li zed . ror 
example. t he mous e eating cheese 
-aft er all 20 pai r s ha ve been presented , asterisks wi l t 
appear o n the l ef t sc reen , f o l l owed by a s e r i es or 
nouns 
-for each noun , de cide whether or no t it had been 
presented in the pa1rs--respond " yes" or "no· 
-ir ·yes." then gi ve t he noun that was pres ented with i t 
it and br iefl y desc r ibe again he image of he wo 
nouns i nte r ac ing 
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Trial 2 in the Togethe r mode . The upco ine r ial will 
be somewhat different . Th is time , al l of the nouns wil l 
appear on the s ame screen--the sc ree n t o your l ef • 
Remember, 
-read the noun to the left and then the noun t o the 
r ight 
- cr eate an image of the two nouns interacting and 
briefly descr ibe the i mage you have visuali zed ; for 
example , the mou se eat ing cheese 
-after all 20 pai r s ha ve been presented, asterisks wi ll 
appear, fo llowed by a se r ies of nouns 
-for each noun , decide whe ther or not it had been 
presented in the pairs--respond " yes" or "no" 
- if "yes," then give the noun tha t was pr esented wi th 
i t and br iefly describe agai n t he image or the two 
nouns inter a ct i ng 
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Interacti on Imagery--Toge the r 
Training in the Together mode . On the sc r een t o your 
lert wi ll a ppear two nouns simultaneously. Yo are t o read 
the noun to t he left, then t he noun t o the r ight , and then 
you are to create a mental picture, or i mage, that r elates 
the two; that is, they are to be interacting in some way. 
For example, if the noun to the left were "mouse" and the 
noun to the right were "cheese," you migh t create an image 
of a mouse eating cheese or a mouse s neaking toward some 
cheese. You are then to briefly describe that mental picture 
you have created of the two nouns interacting. It is 
essential that you not only tell me about the two nouns inter-
acting, but also that you visualize what you are describing. 
A pair of nouns will be presented every 15 seconds for a 
total of 10 pairs. After 10 pairs have been presentad, 
asterisks will sppear. Following the asterisks will appear 
a series of nouns, one noun being presented each 15 .econds 
on the screen. Some of the nouns you will have .een in the 
pairs that had j ust been presented and others you will not 
have seen. For each noun you are to decide whether or not 
it had been presented before and response either "ye." or 
"no." If you respond "yes," indicati~ that the noun had 
been present ed in the pairs, you are to try to tell .. t he 
noun that was presented with it and the imase , or .. ntal 
picture, you had made of the two nouns interacti~ . In 
summary then. 
-read the noun to the left and then the noun to 
the r ight 
- create an i mage of th e t wo nouns interacting and 
briefly descri be the i mage you have vi suali zed ; for 
example, t he mouse eat i ng chees e 
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-after all 10 pai rs have been present ed , ast eri s ks will 
appear, followed by a seri es of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or no t it had been 
presented in the pai rs--respond "yes" or "no" 
-if ·yes," then give the noun that was presented wi th 
it and briefly describe again the image of the two 
nouns interacting 
Trial 1 in the Together mode. In the following trial, 
you will be presented a second group of noun pairs and a 
corresponding series of nouns. You are to follow the same 
procedure as before. This t i me you will be presented 20 
pai rs. Remember, 
-read the noun to the left and then the noun to the 
right 
-create an image of th e two nouns interacting and 
briefly describe the i mage you have visuali.ed; for 
example, the mouse eat ing cheese 
-after all 20 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear, followed by a seri es of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the paira--respond ·yesM or -no· 
-if Myes,M then give the noun that we. presented with 
it and briefly describe again the i.age of the two 
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nouns inter a c ing 
Trial 2 i n the Split mode . The upcomi ne ri a l will be 
s omewhat different . This time . each of the wo !'.ouns wil l 
appear on separate sc r eens simultaneously such ha one noun 
will appear on the s c ree n to your left and the o the r noun , 
on the screen to your r ight . Following the aster i sks , the 
series of nouns will appear on the l eft sc reen . Remember, 
-read the noun to the left and then the noun to the 
r ight 
- create an image of th e two noun interacting and 
briefly describe the image you have visuali zed; for 
example , the mouse eating cheese 
-af t er all 20 pairs ha ve be en presented , asterisks will 
appear on t he l eft sc reen , fol l owed by a series of nouns 
-for each noun , decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the pai r s --respond "yes" or "no" 
- if " yes ." then give the noun t.ha t was presented with 
it and br i efly descr ibe aga i n the image of the two 
nouns interacting 
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Separation Imagery--Wall--Spli ~ 
Training in the Split mode. On these t wo s cr eens will 
appear t wo nouns simul taneous ly . You are Lo read the noun 
on t he screen t o your left, create a mental pictur e , or image, 
of the noun on t he left wall of an i maginar y room, and t hen 
briefly describe the mental picture that you see. Then you 
are to read the noun on the screen to your right, create a 
mental picture, or image, of that noun on the r ight wal l of 
the imaginary room, and then briefly describe the mental 
pi cture that you see. For example, i f the noun on the lett 
screen were "mouse,· you would create, on the left wall of 
an imaginary room, a mental picture of a mouse which you 
might describe as "small, gray, wh iskers, long teeth." Then 
you would read the noun on the right screen, ror example 
"cheese," and you would create, on the right •• 11 or the 
imaginary room, a mentel picture of cheese which you .ight 
describe as " yellow slab with holes in it." It is e.sentiel 
that you not only tell me about the images, but also that 
you visual i ze what you are describing and t hat they be 
visualized on the left and ri ght walls of an i aaginary roo •• 
A pair of nouns will be presented every 1 5 seconds tor a 
total of 10 pairs. After 10 pairs have been presented, 
asterisks wil l appaar on the screen to your lett. FollOwing 
the asterisks will appe.r a aeries of nouns, one noun bein! 
presented each 15 aeconds on the screen. Some or the noun. 
you will have seen in the pairs that had j ust been preaented 
and others you will not have seen. 'or each noun you are to 
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decide whether or not it had been pr esented befor e and 
respond either " yes" or " no." If you r espond " ye s ," 
indi cati ng tha t t he noun had been present ed i n the pai r s . 
you are t o t r y to t e ll me the noun t hat was presented with 
it and the i mages of each of the t wo nouns you had vi s uali zed 
on the walls of the i maginary room. In summary then, 
-read the noun t o the l eft , create a menta l picture of 
the noun on the l eft wall of an imagi nary room, and 
briefly describe the image you have vi sual ized; for 
example, the small, gr ay, whiskered ~u •• 
-then read the noun to the right, create a .. ntal 
picture of the noun on the right wall of the iaaginary 
room, and brief l y descri be the i aage you have vi su-
alized; for example, the yellow, holey sleb of cheese 
-after all 10 pairs have been pre.ented, asterisks will 
appear on the left screen, followed by a .eries of noun. 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had be.n 
presented i n the paira--reapond ·Y •• - or -no· 
-if "yes," then gi ve the noun that wa. pr ••• nted with 
it and briefly describe again the i--«es of the two 
nouns you had visualized on the walls of the imaginary 
room 
Trial 1 i n the Split mode. I n the following tri a l , you 
will be presented a second group of noun pairs and a corre-
sponding series of nouns. Tou are to follow the s .. e pro-
cedure as before. This time you will be pre •• nted 20 pairs. 
R •••• b.r, 
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-read the no un to the left , c r eate a menta l pi ctur e of 
t he noun on the left wall of an imagina r y r oom , and 
br ie f ly des cr ibe the i mage yo u ha ve visualized ; for 
example, the s ma ll , gr ay , whiskered mo use 
-then read the noun t o the ri gh t, create a menta l 
picture of the noun on the right wall of the i maginary 
room, and briefly describe the i mage you have vi su-
alized; for e xample, the yellow, holey s l ab of chhese 
-after all 20 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear on the left s creen, followed by a seri es of 
nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the pairs--respond ·yes· or "no" 
-if ·yes," then g ive t he noun that was presented with 
it and briefly describe again the images of t he two 
nouns you had visualized on the walla of the i .. ~inary 
room 
Trial 2 in the Together mode. The upcoaing trial will 
be somewhat different. This time, all of the nouns will 
appear on the same s creen--the screen to your left. 
Remember, 
-read the noun to the left, create a mental picture of 
the noun on the left wal l of an imaginary rooe, and 
briefly describe the image you have visualised, for 
example, the small, gray, whiskered mouse 
-then read the noun to the right, create a .ental 
picture of the noun on the right wall of the imaginary 
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room, and brief l y describe the image you have visu-
alized; for example, the yellow, hole y slab of cheese 
-after all 20 pairs have been presented , asterisks wi ll 
appear, followed by a serie s of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the pairs--respond "yes" or "no" 
-if "yes," then give the noun that wa s presented with 
it and briefly describe again the images of the two 
nouns you had visualized on the walls of the imaginary 
room 
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Separation Imagery--Wal l --Toge the r 
Train i ng in the Together mode. On the s creen t o your 
left wil l appear two nouns simul t aneous ly . Yo u a re t o read 
the noun to the left, create a mental pi cture, or image, of 
the noun on the left wall of an imagi nary room, and then 
briefly describe the mental picture that you see. Then you 
are to read the noun to the right, create a mental picture, 
or image, of that noun on the right wall of the i~inary 
room, and then briefly de.cribe the mental picture that you 
see. For example, if the noun to the left were "mouse,· you 
would create, on the left wall of an imaginary roo_, a .. ntal 
picture of a mouse which you might describe as " ... 11, gray. 
whiskers, long teeth." Then you would read the noun t o the 
right, for example "cheese,· and you would create, on the 
right wall of the imaginary room, a •• ntal picture or ch .... 
which you might describe a. ·yellow .lab with hol •• in it.-
It is essential that you not only tell me about the ia&«e., 
but al.o that you visuali.e what you are de.cribin« and that 
they be visualized on the left and right wall. or an ia&«inary 
room. A pair of nouns will be presented every 15 •• cond. ror 
a total of 10 pairs. After 10 pair. have been pre •• nt.d, 
asteri sks will appear. Followin« the a.teri.k. will appear 
a series of nouns, one noun being presented each 15 aeeonds 
on the screen. Some of the nouns you will have a •• n in the 
pairs that had just been pre •• nted and other. you will not 
have seen. For each noun you are to decide whether or not 
it had been pre.ented berore and re.pond either .y •• - or 
"no .. " If you re s pond " yes ," ind i cating tha t the noun had 
been present ed in the pairs , you are t o t ry t o t e l l me the 
noun that was pres ent ed with it and the images of each of 
the two nouns you had visualized on t he wall s of the imaginary 
room. In summary then, 
-read the noun to the l eft, create a mental pi cture of 
the noun on the left wall of an imaginary room, and 
briefly describe the image you have visuali zed; for 
example, the small, gray, whiskered mouse 
-then read the noun to the right, create a mental picture 
of the noun on the right wall of the imaginary room, 
and briefly describe the image you have visuali.ed, for 
example, the yellow, holey slab of cheese 
-after all 10 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear, followed by a series of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had b •• n 
presented in the pairs-respond "yes" or ·no· 
-if ·yes," then give the noun that was presented with 
it and briefly describe again the images of the two 
nouns you had visualized on the walls of the imaginary 
room 
Trial 1 i n the Together mode. In the follOwing trial, 
you will be presented a second group of noun pairs and a 
corresponding series of nouns. You are to follow the .... 
procedure as before. This ti .. you will be presented 20 
pairs. Remember, 
-read the noun to the left, create a mental picture of 
the noun on the l eft wall of an i maginar y room, and 
bri efly desc r i be t he image you have visuali zed ; for 
example, the s mall, gray, wh i skered mouse 
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-then read the noun to the r ight, creat e a mental picture 
of the noun on the right wall of the imaginary room. 
and briefly describe the image yo,u have visualised I for 
example, the yellow, holey slab of cheese 
-after all 20 pairs have been presented. asterisks will 
appear, followed by a series of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the pairs--respond · yes" or "no· 
-if "yea," then give the noun that was pre •• nted with 
it and briefly describe again the images of the two 
nouns you had visualised on the walls of the imaginary 
room 
Trial 2 in the Split mode. The upcoming trial will be 
somewhat different. This time. each of the two noun. will 
appear on separa t e screens ai.ultan.oualy such that one noun 
will appear on the screen to your left and the other noun. 
on the screen to your right. Following the asterisks. the 
series of nouns will sppear on the left screen. R .... bar. 
-read the noun to the left. create a .. ntal picture of 
the noun on the left wall of an imaginary rca.. and 
briefly describa the image you have visualised I for 
example. the small. gray. whiskered mouse 
-then read the noun to the right. create a mental picture 
of the noun on the right wall of the imaginary room. 
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a nd br iefly desc r i be the i mage you have vi suali zed ; fo r 
example, the ye llow, ho l e y s l a b of cheese 
-aft er al l 20 pai rs ha ve been pr esented , ast e r i sks wil l 
appear on the l eft s creen , f o l l owed by a ser ies of 
nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or no t it ha been 
presented in the pairs--respond " yes" or "no" 
- i f "yes," then gi ve the noun that was presented with 
i t and brief l y des cr i be again t he i mages of the two 
nouns you had vi s ualized on the wa l ls of t he i maginary 
room 
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Separation Imagery--Space--Solit 
Training i n the Split mode. On these t wo screens will 
appear t wo nouns s i multaneously . You are to read the noun 
on the screen to your left, crea t e a mental picture, or 
image, of the noun in the left side of i magi nary space, and 
then briefly describe the mental picture that you see. Then 
you are to read the noun on the screen to your r ight, create 
a mental picture, or image, of that noun in the right side 
of imaginary space, and then briefly descri be the mental 
picture that you see. For example, if the noun on the left 
screen were "mouse," you would create, in the left aide of 
imaginary space, a mental picture of a mouse which you might 
describe as "small, g ray, whiskers, long teeth." Then you 
would read the noun on the right acreen, for example "ch ••••• • 
and you would create, in the right side of imaginary space, 
a mental picture of cheese which you might describe as ·yellow 
slab wi th holes in it." It is essential that you not only 
describe each image, but also that you visualize what you 
are describing and that they be vi sual i zed far separated in 
the left and right sides of imaginary space. A pair of nouns 
will be presented every 15 seconds for a total of 10 pairs. 
After 10 pairs have been presented, asterisks will appear 
on the screen to your left. Following t he asterisks will 
appear a series of noune. one noun being presented each 15 
seconds on the screen. Some of the nouns you will have s.en 
in the pairs that had just been presented and others you 
will not have seen. For each noun you are to decide whether 
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or not i t had been presented before and respond e ithe r "ye s " 
or "no." I f you respond "yes," i ndicating that the no un 
had been presented in the pai rs, you are t o t ry to tel l me 
the noun that was presented with it and t he i mages of each 
of the two nouns you had visuali zed i n imaginary space. In 
swamary then, 
-read the noun to the left, crea t e a mental pi c ture of 
the noun in the left side of imaginary space, and 
briefly describe the image you have vi sualizedl for 
example, the small, gray, whiskered mouse 
-then read the noun to the right, create a mental 
picture of the noun in the ri~ht side of imaginary 
space, and briefly describe the ima~e you have visu-
alizedl for example, the yellow, holey slab of cheese 
-after all 10 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear on the left screen, follo .. d by a aeries of 
nouns 
-for esch noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the palrs--respond ·yes· or "no· 
-if "yes," then give the noun that was presented with 
it and briefly describe again the images of t he two 
nouns you had visualized in imaginary spa ce 
Trial 1 in the Split mode. In the following tri a l , you 
will be presented a second group of noun pairs and a corre-
spondi~ seriee DC nouns. You are to Col low the same 
procedure as before. This ti.e you will be presented 20 
pairs. R .... ber. 
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-read the noun t o the lef t , c r ea te a mental pi c t ur e of 
the noun in the left side of imagina r y s pace , and 
bri ef ly des cr i be the i mage you have visualized ; f or 
examp l e, t he small, g r ay , wh iskered mo use 
-then read the noun to t he right, cr ea t e a mental 
pic t ure of the noun in the right side of imaginary 
space, and bri efly describe the i mage you have vi su-
alized; for example, the yellow, holey slab of cheese 
-after all 20 pairs have been presented, asterisks wil l 
appear on the left screen, followed by a series of 
nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
present ed in the pai rs--respond "yes· or "no· 
-if "yes," then give the noun that was presented with 
it and briefly describe again the images of the two 
nouns you had viaual i led in imagi nary space 
Tri al 2 in the Together mode. The upcomi ng trial wi ll 
be aomewhat different. This time, all of the nouns will 
appear on t he same s creen--the screen to your l.tt. 
Remnmber, 
-read the noun to the left, cre.te a mental picture or 
the noun i n the left side of imaginary space, and 
bri efly descri be the i mage you have visual i sedl for 
example, the small, gray, whiskered mouse 
-then read the noun to the right, create a mental 
picture of the noun in the right side of imaginary 
space, and briefly deacribe the image you have viau-
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ali zed ; for example , the ye l l ow, holey slab of cheese 
-after all 20 pairs have been presented , aster isks will 
appear , followed by a se r i es of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the pal rs--respond " yes" or " no" 
-if "yes," then give the noun that was presented with 
it and briefly describe again the images of the two 
nouns you had visualized i n i maginary space 
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. 
Separation Imagery--Space--Toge t her 
Training i n the Together mode . On t he s creen t o your 
left will appear two nouns s i mul t aneous l y . You are to read 
the noun to the left , create a ment al picture, or i mage, of 
the noun 1n the left side of i magi nary s pace. and then 
briefly describe the ment al pi cture that vou see. Then you 
are to read the noun to the right, create a mental picture, 
or image, of that noun in the right side of imaginary space, 
and briefly describe the mental picture that you see. For 
example, if the noun to the left were ·mouse,· you would 
create, in the left side of imaginary space, a mental picture 
of a mouse which you might describe as ·small, gray, whiskers, 
long teeth," Then you would read the noun to the right, for 
example "cheese," and you would create, in the right side ot 
imaginary space, a mental picture of cheese which you might 
describe as "yellow slab with holes in it," It ia es.ential 
that you not only describe each image, but also that you 
visualize what you are describing and that they be visualised 
rar separated in the left and right sides of imaginary spece, 
A pair of nouns will be presented every 15 seconds for a 
total of 10 pairs, After 10 pairs have been presented, 
asterisks will appear, Following the asterisks will appear 
a series of nouns, one noun being presented each 15 seconds 
on the screen. Some of the nouns you will have seen in the 
9airs that had just been presented and others you will not 
have seen. For each noun you are to decide whether or not 
it had been presented before and respond either ·yes· or 
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"no." If you re spond " yes ," indicating that the noun had 
been presented in the pai r s , you are to t r y to tell me the 
noun that was presented with it and the images of each of 
the two nouns yo u had visualized in imaginar y space . In 
summary then, 
-read the noun to the l eft, create a mental picture or 
the noun in the left side of i maginary space, and 
briefly describe the image you have visualized; for 
example, the small. gray, whiskered mouse 
-then read the noun to the right, create a mental 
picture of the noun in the right side of iaaginary 
space, and briefly describe the image you have visu-
alized; for example, the yellow, holey slab of cheese 
-after all 10 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear, followed by a series of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the pairs--respond "yes" or "no· 
-if ·yes,· then give the noun that was presented with 
it and briefly describe again the images of the two 
nouns you had visualized in imaginary space 
Trial 1 in the Together mode. In the following trial, 
you will be presented a second group of noun pairs and a 
corresponding seriea of nouns. You are to follow the a ... 
procedure as before. This time you will be presented 20 
pairee Re .. aber, 
-read the noun to the left, create a mental picture of 
the noun in the left side of imaginary space, and 
briefly descri be the image you have visuali zed , for 
example, the small , gray , whiskered mouse 
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-then read the noun t o the right , create a me neal 
pi cture of the noun in the right s i de of imaginary 
space, and briefly describe the i mage you have visu-
alized; for example, the yellow, holey slab of cheese 
-after all 20 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear, followed by a series of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the pairs--respond ·yes" or "no· 
-if ·yes," then give the noun that was presented wi th 
it and briefly describe again the images ot the two 
nouns you had visuali zed in imaginary space 
Trial 2 in the Split mode. The upcoming trial will be 
somewhst different. This time, each of the two nouns will 
appear on separate screens simultaneously such that one noun 
will appear on the screen to your left and the other noun, 
on the screen to your right. Following the asterisks, the 
series of nouns will appear on the left screen. Remember, 
-read the noun to the left, create a mental picture ot 
the noun in the left side of imaginary space, and 
briefly describe the image you have visualised I tor 
example, the small, gray, whiskered mouse 
-then read the noun to the right, create a mental 
picture ot the noun in the right side of imaginary 
space, and briefly describe the image you have visu-
alisedl tor example, the yellow, holey slab ot cheese 
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-af ter all 20 pairs have been presen t ed , aster isks wi ll 
appear on the l eft screen , f o l l owed by a ser i es of 
nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
presented in the pai rs--respond "ye s " or "no" 
-if "yes," then give the noun t hat was prpsent ed w1th 
it and briefly describe the i mages of the two nouns 
you had visualized in i maginary space 
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Overt Repetition--Split 
Traini ng in the Split mode . On these wo s cr eens wil l 
appear t wo nouns simul t aneous ly . Yo u a re t o r ead the noun 
on the sc reen t o your l eft, then the noun on the s creen to 
your right. and then you are to repeat th i s pai r over and 
over aloud. For example, if the noun on the screen to your 
lert were "mouse" and the noun on t he screen to your r ight 
were "cheese," you would say "mouse-cheese, mouse- cheese, 
mouse-cheese," etc., until the next two nouns are presented. 
A pair of nouns will be presented every 15 seconds for a 
total of 10 pairs. After 10 pairs have been presented , 
asterisks will appear on the screen to your left. rollowing 
the asterisks will appear a series or nouns, one noun bein~ 
presented e8ch 15 seconds on the screen. Some or the noun. 
you will have seen in the pairs that had j uet been presented 
and others you will not have eeen. For each noun you are to 
decide whether or not it had been presented before and 
respond "yes" or "no." If you respond ·ye.," indic.ti~ that 
the noun had been presented in the pairs, you are to try to 
t ell me the noun that was presented with it . In su.aary then, 
-read the noun to the left and then the noun to the 
r ight 
-repeat the two nouns over and over aloud--for example, 
"mouse-che •• e, mouse-cheese,· etc.--until t he next two 
nouns are presented 
-after all 10 peirs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear on the left screen, followed by a series of 
nouns 
-for each noun, decide whethe r or not i t had been 
presented i n the pal r s --respond " yes" o r " no" 
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-if " ye s ," then give the noun that was pr esented wi h it 
Tri al 1 in the Split mode . In the follo wing r i a l you 
you will be presented a second group of nou pai rs and a 
corresponding series of nouns. You are to follow t he s ame 
procedure as before. Thi s time you wi ll be presented 20 
pairs. Remember, 
-read the noun to the left and t hen the noun t o the 
right 
-repeat the two nouns over and over aloud--for example, 
"mouse-cheese. mouse-cheese," etc.--unti l the next t wo 
nouns are presented 
-after all 20 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear on the left screen. followed by a series ot 
nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether Or not it had been 
presented in the palrs--respond "yes" or "no" 
-if "yes," then give the noun that was presented with it 
Trial 2 in the Together mode. The upcoming ~rial will 
be somewhat different. This time, al l of the nouns will 
appear on the same s cr een--the sc reen t o your left . Remember, 
-read the noun to t he left and then the noun to the 
right 
-repeat the two nouns over and over aloud--for example, 
"mouse-cheese. mouse-cheese,- etc.--until the next 
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t wo nouns a r e pr~sen ed 
- a fter all 20 pairs h a.ve been pr sented I 5 erisks wi 11 
appear , fol lowed by a seri 5 of nouns 
- for each noun , de cide wethe r or no i had been 
presented i.n the pairs--respond It yes" or " no" 
- if " yes t " then give the noun tha ':las presented with it 
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Overt Re pe t iti on--Together 
Training i n the Toge ther mode . On the s cr een t o your 
left wil l appear t wo noun simultaneously . You ar e t o read 
the noun t o the lef t , then he noun to he right , and then 
you are to repeat this pair over and o ve r aloud. Por example, 
if the noun to the left were "mouse" and the noun to the 
right were "cheese," you wou ld say "mouse-cheese , mouse- cheese, 
mouse-cheese," etc., until the next two nouns are presented. 
A pair of noun will be presented every 15 seconds for a 
total of 10 pairs. After 10 pairs have been presented, 
asterisks will ppear. Following the asterisks will appear 
a series of nouns, one noun being presented each 15 seconds 
on the screen. Some of the nouns you will have seen in the 
pairs that had just been presented and others you will not 
have seen. For each noun you are to decide whether or not 
it had been presented before and respond "yes" or "no.· 
If you respond "yes," indicating that the noun had been 
presented in the pairs, you are to try to tell .e the noun 
that was presented with it. In summary then, 
-read the noun to the left and then the noun to the 
right 
-repeat the two nouns over and over aloud--for eX.aJllple. 
"mouse-cheese, mOll .se-cheese," etc .--unti 1 the next two 
nouns are presented 
-after all 10 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear, followed by a series of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not it had been 
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pr esented i n the pairs--respond " ye s" or " no " 
- i f " yes," then give t he noun t hat was pre s ent ed wi th it 
Trial 1 in the Toge the r mode. In the rolioving t r i a l 
you will be presented a s e cond g roup of noun pa i r s and a 
corresponding series of nouns. You are t o follow the s ame 
procedure as before. Th i s time you wi l l be presented 20 
pairs. Remember, 
-read the noun to the l eft and then the noun to the 
right 
-repeat the two nouns over and over aloud--for ex.aple, 
"mouse-cheese, mouse-cheese," etc.--until the next two 
nouns are presented 
-after a l l 20 pairs have been presented, asterisks will 
appear, followed by a aeries of nouns 
-for each noun, decide whether or not i t had been 
presented in the paira--reapond "yes" or "no· 
-if "yes," then give the noun that wa. presented with it 
Trial 2 in the Split mode. The upcoaing trial will be 
somewhat different. This time, each of the two nouns will 
appear on separate screens simultaneously such that one noun 
will appear on the screen to your left and the other noun, 
on the screen to your right . FollOwing the asterisks, t he 
series of nouns wi l l appear on the left s creen. Re.ember, 
-read the noun t o the lert and then the noun to the 
right 
-repeat the two nouns over and over aloud--for exaaple, 
"mouse-cheese. mouse-cheese.· etc.--until the next two 
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noun s are pre se nted 
- aft er all 20 pai r s have been presented . aste r isks will 
appear on the lef t scree n , fol l owed by a se r ies of 
nouns 
-for each noun , decide whether or not i t had been 
presented in the pairs--respond "yes" or "no" 
- if "yes," then give the noun that was pr esented with it 
